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Respective role
• Interactions and mergers increase with (1+z)m, with m~4
• Possible that hierarchical merging dominate in the past and

secular evolution in the future ? (Kormendy & Kennicutt
2004)

• But the availability of gas accretion also decreases with
time. Today both processes are occuring

• Depend strongly on environment (both the effects of
interactions and gas accretion are quenched in clusters)

• Milky Way: evolution more secular  (pseudo-bulge,
globular clusters..)
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Bulge formation

Kannappan et al 2004

Sersic spheroids (n=1/4), bulges n=1/4  1 (exp), pseudo-bulge

Blue-centered galaxies represent 10% in NFGS
Bulges are still forming now, either by secular evolution
or by accretion of small companions, or both
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There is a correlation with companions,
or peculiar shapes,
small companions have a triggering role

Fading of the bulge after the SF event
The blue-excess and B/T return to normal
After 4 Gyrs

Kannappan et al
2004
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Baryonic mass assembly

… CDM halos formation
and Ωb/ΩDM ~0.15
baryons available in > 1011Mo

-- nb gal Mbar> 5, 7 10  1010Mo

•10 SMGs CO detections
Greve et al (05), z=2-3.5

assuming an SMG phase of
200 Myr

The abundance of massive galaxies at high z is compatible with models
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External gas accretion in simulations

Assumed in SAM:
shock heating to the dark halo
virial temperature, before cooling
to the neutral ISM temperature?
Spherical 

In fact:
Cold mode accretion is the most
efficient: weak shocks, weak
heating and efficient radiation

gas channeled along filaments
strongly dominates at z>1

Katz et al 2002
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Star formation history, MW
SFR constant or even still increasing (Haywood et al 1997) in
the Milky Way disk

Other abundance problems require large infall to dilute enrichment
(Casuso & Beckman 2001)

Could be due to High Velocity 
Clouds (Wakker et al 1999)

In M31 also, even more G-dwarf
problem 
(Worthey & Espana 2004)

SFR(t)
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Accretion rate from HVCs

MW
M31

The accretion rate of MW
now is 7.5 Mo/yr

(assuming all clouds moving
inside 100kpc falls in)

Blitz et al 99

Exponential decrease now
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Constant SFR for intermediate Hubble types

Galaxies in the middle of the Hubble sequence have about
constant SFR (Kennicutt 1983, Kennicutt et al 1994)

Even taking into account the stellar mass loss, an isolated 
galaxy should have an exponentially decreasing SFH

Companions are not sufficient, like systems falling
now on the MW (Sag dw, Canis major, etc..)
1/400 of the mass of the Galaxy (Ibata et al 2001, 03)

The galaxy must double its mass in 10 Gyr
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Star formation history versus mass

Stellar populations in a large sample SDSS
(Heavens et al 04, Jimenez et al 04)
Massive galaxies have formed most of their stars at early times
dwarf still forming now

Only intermediate masses could have in average maintained
their star formation rate over a Hubble time
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Numerical simulations

Nagamine et al 04

Essentially constant SFR, with fluctuations
with M = 3 and 6 1010Mo
Not exponential, fueled by small mergers, and gas accretion
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Secular
evolution

at z=0
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Continuous accretion or interactions?

Galaxies look peculiar:  can be due to a galaxy-galaxy interaction 
but also to mass accretion:
lopsided systems, warps, polar accretion..

Starbursts: by the action of bars and resonances, the gas is 
finally infalling towards the center in bursts
correlated starbursts and AGN

Repeating starbursts: several bar episodes in the galaxy life
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Bars and secular evolution
Dynamical instabilities are responsible for evolution
With self-regulation

Bars form in a cold unstable disk
Bars produce gas inflow, and 
Gas inflow destroys the bar
                  +gas accretion

Recent debate about this cycle
-- is bar destruction efficient?
-- can bars reform?
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Bar gravity torques
concentrate mass towards the center

Rate quantified by observations

Computations of the torque from the
 red image, on the gas distribution (Hα)

Action on the gas: sign of the torques, 
depending on the phase shift between 
gas and stellar potential
Exemple NGC 7479

NGC 7479
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 Simulations: viscous
and gravity torques

The gas loses  AM 
Through gravity torques

Viscous torques are
in general negligible

(Bournaud & Combes 04)

The AM lost by the gas
is comparable to AM
of barred wave
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Destruction of bars
 N-body simulations with gas infall reveal bar destruction

General interpretation:
 Bars are destroyed by a 1-5% mass concentrations within 1kpc
CMC (Central Mass Concentration) with respect to disk mass
 Friedli (94), Combes (94) Norman et al (96), Berentzen et al (98)

Orbits sustaining the bar (x1) are scattered by a CMC,  become chaotic
Bars are weaken or dissolved, forming a bulge-like component

Recently Shen & Sellwood (2004) contest the fragility of bars
With a model of artificial growth of CMC
 without gas
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Bar strength vs CMC growth

Shen & Sellwood 2004,  Bar rotation period =50
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Role of gas in bar destruction

Gas is driven in by the bar gravity torques
The angular momentum is taken up by the bar wave

 This destroys the bar  
negative momentum inside CR, ~ A2 (Ωb-Ω)
The gas AM from CR to center is of the same order

Not only the presence of the CMC
A CMC of only 1% is not sufficient to destroy the bar
But 1-2% of gas infall is enough to transform a bar in a lens
(Friedli 1994, Berentzen et al 1998, Bournaud & Combes 02, 04)

Growing a CMC artificially in the center does not reproduce the
phenomenon
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Role of gravity torques
gas mass 6%
bulge 25%
Gas inflow in 300pc of 1%

CMC not necessary
 It is then 
more easy to reform a bar!

Bournaud & Combes 2004
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Inflow with two
embedded bars

Cumulated gas inflow (70pc)

Inflow rate in 20pc and
in 200pc
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Radial distribution of the accreted gas

Gas accretes by 
intermittence
First it is confined 
outside OLR (Outer Lindblad
Resonance)
until the bar weakens,

 then it can replenish 
the disk, to make it 
unstable again to bar
formation
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 NUGA: NUclei of GAlaxies (IRAM)
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AGN/SB and bar feedback in secular evolution

Bar strength

Gas inflow
 ring

Bar destruction
Viscous overtake

AGN phase
Disk replenishment

New Bar

Gas inflow
 ring..etc..

CR Gas accretion
replenishment
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Quasar feedbackDi Matteo et al (05):  Mergers

Life-time of a QSO
phase ~100 Myr

The energy released by 
the AGN quenches
both SF and AGN growth

Depends however how 
the energy escapes

In certain cases AGN 
could trigger SF?
(cf jet-induced SF
 CenA, SMGs,
Klamer et al 2004)
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Statistics on bar strength
Without gas accretion, after one cycle of bar formation-destruction
 i.e. 3-4 Gyr there should not remain any barred galaxies

The frequency of bars today quantifies gas accretion

Time spent in the bar phase (number of bars in a galaxy life-time)
can be estimated by an histogram of bar strength in galaxies

Sample of 163 galaxies 
(OSU, Eskridge et al 2002)
Strength of the bar Qb

  (Block et al 2002)
also Whyte et al (2002), axis ratio

N

Qb
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Quantification of
the accretion rate
 Block, Bournaud, Combes,

Puerari, Buta 2002

Observed

No accretionDoubles the mass
in 10 Gyr
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Can the gas come from accreted
companions?

To have bars, cold gas is required
to increase self-gravity of the disk

Dwarf companions: not more than 10% of accretion
(interaction between galaxies heat the disk, Toth & Ostriker 92)

Massive interactions: develop the spheroids

Required: a source of continuous cold gas accretion
from the filaments in the near environment of galaxies

 Cosmological accretion can explain bar reformation
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Galaxies and Filaments

Gas is accreted from the 
Cosmic filaments

Multi-zoom
(Semelin & Combes 2003)
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History of star formation

Isolated galaxy Galaxy with accretion 
          and mergers

Accretion is compatible with doubling the mass in 10 Gyr
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Warps -- Polar Ring Galaxies (PRG)
Warps in almost all galaxies (HI)
Misaligned gas accretion (Binney 92)
Reorientation of the galaxy
in 7-10 Gyr (Jiang & Binney 99)

PRG are composed of an early-type host
surrounded by a gas+stars  perpendicular ring
 akin to late-type galaxies

Stars in the polar plane formed after
the event, from the gas settled  in the PR

Probability to have a PRG  ~5% 
(Whitmore et al 90)

NGC4650A
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Formation of Polar Rings

By
collision?
Bekki 97, 98

By accretion?
Schweizer et al 83
Reshetnikov et al 97
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Formation of PRG
 by collision

BC03
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Formation of PRG by accretion

Bournaud
& Combes
2003
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Gas accretion: two scenarios

Either gas accreted from a 
passing by companion
or gas accreted from the cosmic
web filaments

Very massive PR can form 
through accretion, here 80% of
the host mass

About 5 times more probable
to form a PRG by accretion
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Lopsided Galaxies

Peculiar galaxies without any companion
Richter & Sancisi (1994) 1700 galaxies, 50% asymmetric

Late-types 77%
Matthews et al 98
Stellar disk also
Zaritsky & Rix 97

About 20% of galaxies
have  A1 > 0.2
In NIR distribution 
(OSUB sample)
 2/3 have A1 required by
an external mechanism

<A1>  1.5rd < r <2.5rd
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Frequency of m=1 perturbation

Must be long-lived?
Long winding out
by differential
precession

Baldwin et al 80: kinematic waves
With long life-time, but not sufficient
to explain the frequency
Mergers 
Gas accretion
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Correlation with the tidal index
The parameter A1 (density) does not correlate
with the tidal index  Tp  ~ M/m  r3/D3

Most galaxies 
are isolated (Wilcots &
Prescott 04)

Bournaud, Combes, Jog, 
Puerari, 2005
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Correlation with A2

 Late-type galaxies have stronger m=1 
while the strongest m=2 are in early-type

A1 and A2 are however correlated, for each type

Interactions and mergers
cannot explain the
m=1 of isolated galaxies, 
the correlation with type
and with m=2

 a large number of m=1
must result from accretion
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Simulations m=1: interactions

Distant
interaction
(Bournaud 
et al 2005)

Minor merger
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Simulations m=1 : accretion

NGC 1637: simulation     observations NIR

Only gas accretion (here with 4 Mo/yr)
can explain the observed frequency of m=1
and the long life-time of the 
perturbation
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Environment effects
Clusters: Star formation history

Clusters have evolved in a recent past
Existence in z=0.4 clusters of sign of tidal interaction/mergers

Much larger fraction of perturbed galaxies
Much larger fraction of late-types, starbursts

Rings of star formation much more frequent than 2-arms spirals
(Oemler et al 1997)

Larger fraction of blue galaxies as a function of z 
(Butcher, Oemler 1978, 84)
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Quenching of star formation

At z~0.5, clusters possess many peculiar galaxies, post-starburst
(E+A, or k+a), with no current star formation but strong Balmer abs

Star formation quenched abruptly  (Poggianti et al 99, Dressler et al 99)
At z=0.4, passive spirals much more frequent than in the field
Short time-scale

Star formation and morphological evolution decoupled (Couch et al 01)

Star formation still occuring actively now in groups (Balogh et al 04)

SFR dependent on density: as soon as Σ > 1 galaxy /Mpc2 quenching

Relation with morphological type, but not only
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Summary

The mass assembly of galaxies occurs through
Hierarchical merging
External gas accretion

Star forming histories in galaxies (age, kinematics, metallicity..)
Dynamical state of galaxies (bars, spirals, warps, polar rings, m=1…)
Constrain the role of the two processes

In the field, accretion is dominant, to reform bars and spirals, to
explain warps, PRGs,

In rich environments, quicker evolution, much more importance of
mergers, secular evolution of galaxies is halted at z~1, since galaxies
are stripped from their gas


